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Abstract. Real estate price prediction is very complex process. Big
data and machine learning technology have been introduced in many
research areas, and they are also making such an attempt in the real
estate market. Although real estate price forecasting studies is actively
conducted, using support vector machine, machine learning algorithm,
AHP method, and so on, validity and accuracy are still not reliable.In this
research, we propose a Case-Based Reasoning system using regression
analysis to allocate weight of attributes. This proposed system can
support to predict the real estate price based on collecting public data and
easily update the knowledge about real estate. Since the result shows
error rate less than 30% through the experiment, this algorithm gives
better performance than previous one. By this research, it is possible for
help decision-makers to expect the real estate price of interested area.
Keywords. Artificial intelligence; Case-based reasoning; Land price
prediction; Regression.

1. Introduction
Forecasting the real estate price and the value of land use plays important role
for individuals, real estate companies, and governments. Previously, experts
conducted real estate value analysis based on their experience and knowledge.
However, in order to secure credibility and increase persuasiveness, it is necessary
to develop a system that predicts land price based on various data. Although real
estate price forecasting studies is actively conducted, the validity and accuracy
is not reliable (Mu, J. et al., 2014). There has been a study in China that
attempted to estimate housing process using the machine learning methodology.
This study is to compare and analyze Support Vector Machine. Least Squares
Support Vector Machine and Partial Least Square methodologies to calculate the
optimal solution. However, this study is merely an academic proposal of an
algorithm that predicts the value of real estate, and the effectiveness evaluation
and practical application using the actual big data were not achieved (Wu, J., Deng,
Y., 2015). Also, previous study that applying the machine learning algorithm to
the nonlinear simulation method considering the characteristics of the land and
the local spatial pattern has constraints that the result of this study are only valid
within the range set and prediction accuracy needs to be evaluated (Won et al.,
2017). And in the other research team used Google’s engine to design algorithms
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that track land prices of Beijing and major cities in China. However, it was not
possible to predict future land price based on the database. In addition, research
has been conducted to automatically measure and predict the value of a hotel
as well as housing (O’Neill, 2014). In this study, it implemented an automated
valuation model (AVM) which was developed specifically for the conditions of
the hotel based on the hotel’s geographical location, condition, and number or
rooms. However, this study also concluded that the algorithm was only at the
recommended level and algorithm itself is limited to the value of the hotel.In
this paper, we propose a land price forecasting system using CBR methodology
to overcome limitations of previous studies. Case-based Reasoning (CBR) is a
method to solve the current problems through past experience and knowledge.
CBR researches related to existing real estate have been conducted steadily. In
other research, it suggested applying case-based reasoning techniques to real estate
property appraisal. They utilized Matching best algorithms (MBR) looking for
the best case, however, they set the weight value inputting values by applying
direct knowledge of experts (Gonzalez, et al., 1992). Also, proposed hierarchical
framework of case representation and case retrieval method. AHP method used to
match the case, however, this proposed method showed high difference degree,
such as about 30˜50 % (Yu, et al., 2014). In this paper, we suggest methods
of representing case more realistic presenting of real estate and CBR system for
real estate valuation using the regression method to improve the difference degree
compared with previous researches. To do so, we collected and analyzed big data
related to real estate, provided by public institutions and implemented system to
calculate the forecasting real estate price. Based on the collected data set, we
will discuss how to present each region as a case in the CBR framework, how to
measure the similarity of each region.measure the similarity of each region. By
utilizing CBR methodology to forecast the real estate price, it can continuously
update data and enable reuse of proven knowledge. Furthermore, more accurate
forecasts can be given as a result by similarity measurement formulas and attributes
weighting methods.
2. Related Works
2.1. CASE RETRIEVAL

CBR is a problem-solving method using old experiences to recognize and solve
current problems (Kolodner, 1992). It solves the problems similar to the way
humans find solutions, usually designed to learn solutions based on expert
knowledge. This problem-solving process is roughly divided into two parts. First
part is a case representation that structures how to organize past knowledge into
cases. It is an important part that forms the basis of CBR research (El-Sappagh
and Elmogy, 2015). Second part is “Reasoning” linked to the 4R cycle utilizing in
the inference process of CBR. The 4R cycle means a Retrieve part looking for past
experiences similar to the current situation, a Reuse part utilizing the knowledge
that solved the past experience in the present situation, a Revise part that suggests
a solution to the current situation, and a Retain part that records knowledge that
solves current problem as new case (Aamodt and Plaza, 1994). Among these
parts, finding the most similar cases is important to operate successfully in almost
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all CBR system (Wiratunga, N., et al., 2004). Traditional algorithms, such as
nearest neighbor algorithms, have used to measure the similarities between cases,
however, it shows inefficient to utilize original format in large or incomplete cases.
Existing researches have been carried out to supplement and improve the function
of searching past cases through various methods. To overcome this problem,
through Knowledge-Intensive similarity measurement based on feature weights
and feature-specific local similarity measures are suggested (Dalal, et al., 2011).
Also, a hybrid similarity measure for a mixture of crisp and fuzzy sets for retrieving
cases introduced (Wang, et al., 2018).
2.2. WEIGHTS OF CASE ATTRIBUTES

Give an appropriate weights for each case attributes is important task. There are
two types of weights. First, decision-maker subjective allocation weights, Delphi
method, statistical method, hybrid weight mean method, which will be influenced
by subjectively. Second, according to the weakness of subjective weight, objective
weights allocations methods are applied such as entropy method, neural networks
algorithms, genetic algorithms. But also the weight allocation in uneven through
objective method (Sun et al., 2018).
2.3. CASE-BASED REASONING USING REGRESSION

Regression case based reasoning (RCBR) was proposed, which applies different
weights to independent variables before finding similar cases in the domain of
financial forecasting. The regression CBR finds the weight vector to minimize
prediction errors using regression analysis. And it transforms original independent
variable into weighted independent variables and perform the traditional CBR
machine. The data collected from Korean Stock Price Index (KOSPI) and
compared the performance of three models which are random walk, standard CBR
and regression CBR (Chun et al., 2006).
3. Methodology
In this research, we suggest a land price prediction system. when the system
receives a new case, it finds similar cases in the stored case base and provides
the appropriate solution with the proposed algorithm.
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Figure 1. Flow of Case-Based Reasoning system for real estate valuation.

3.1. DATA COLLECTION

Data was collected from three date platform systems in Korea which are
Public data portal, Kosis and Commercial information system. Korea’s address
expressions consist of city(-Si), district(-Gu) and area(-Dong). For example, the
address of university KAIST is Yusung-Gu Guseong-Dong, Daejeon. The data
are collected from within Seoul, Busan, Daejeon, Incheon, Gweangju, Daegu (6
big cities out of 7 in Korea). And then remove the data that contains null variable,
ending up with 1053 cases. The unit of each data is district or area, and the final
attribute list is listed below.
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Figure 2. Features list of case .

With independent variables above, the system will provide the solution that
expects apartment price per square meter (dependent variable).
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3.2. SIMILARITY MEASUREMENT FUNCTION

There are several functions for similarty measurement such as Euclidean distance,
Manhattan distance, Mahalanobis distance, etc. In many research, Euclidean
distance is generally used.
x = [x1 , x2 , . . . , xq ], y = [y1 , y2 , . . . , yq ]
v
u q
u∑
2
dist(x, y) = t (xi − yi )

(1)
(2)

i=1

where x, y are two cases, x_i denotes value of feature i, q is number of features
(attribute). If the difference between two cases is very large, there similarity will
be small and in the opposite situation, there similarity will be large. The similarity
can be expressed as a value between 0 and 1 by using the following equation
1
sim(x, y) =
(3)
1 + dist(x, y)
3.3. REGRESSION FOR ATTRIBUTE’S WEIGHT

Regression analysis was performed to give different weights to each independent
variables. First, normalize all data to fix the variable between 0 and 1. Then,
multiple regression analysis is performed to obtain weights. In the regression
analysis, the variables with low significance are sequentially removed through
the backward elimination method. Finally, for the removed variables, correlation
analysis was used to give the same weight of surviving variables with the highest
correlation.
3.4. CASE RETRIEVAL USING K-NN

It searches top k which is the closest cases to the new case using the suggested
algorithm and proposes the solution that the average value of searched cases’
dependent variable. In this research, we use the top 3 cases to give a solution.
4. Result of Study
To analyze the accuracy rate of CBR system, the test set was done in the major
regions in Korea. The collected 1,053 area, so called -Dong data were divided
into a test set and a case set.
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Figure 3. Error rate of ‘Using only -dong unit attributes’ (Left) and ‘Using all attributes’
(Right).

In Figure 3., it shows the error rate based on our experiment. The orange line
represents the error rate of reasoning with the area in the same city and the blue line
indicates the error rate of reasoning with all case base (area in same and different
cities). If reasoning with all attributes(for areas within the same district, some
of attributes are shared), the experiment shows to have a similar result. Because
shared attributes had a big impact on similarity between cases. According to the
result above, the prediction error rate is large for Daejeon and Gwangju which
have relatively small number of areas(number of cases). The prediction error
rate is relatively small in Seoul, Busan, and Daegu where the total number of
areas is large. The error rate reasoning with same city has the value ranged in
‘-Dong: 20.335% to 42.19%’ and ‘-Gu: 19.37% to 38.68%’, however the error
rate reasoning with all cities result in the range from ‘-Dong: 17.48% to 42.19%’
and ‘-Gu: 19.06% ˜38.68%’. It gives that ‘-Dong: 28.45%’ and ‘-Gu: 25.4%’
error rate on average on same city, and ‘-Dong: 24.89%’, ‘-Gu: 25.4%’ error rate
on average among all cities. Except for Daejeon, it gives higher error rate when
comparing with the same city than comparing it with all cities. It gives better
performance comparing to the previous research, AHP method had error rate about
30˜50 % (Yu, et al., 2014), our CBR system gives more accurate result, less than
30% of error rate on average.
5. Conclusion
This research constructed a Case-Based Reasoning system to analyze value of real
estate by utilizing public data. CBR is one of the methodologies for constructing
expert systems that can solve existing problems by comparing with previous
experiences or knowledge. In this paper, we used this methodology to predict
the value of target area through collecting and representing ‘-Gu’ and ‘-Dong’
based on the metropolitan city of the Republic of Korea. In order to develop a
CBR system, two directions have been studied; Case Representation and Case
Retrieval for reasoning function. First, for case representation, the 40 elements
of collected data were organized. Second part is the implementation of reasoning
function. We focused on the Retrieval among the 4R cycle that is traditionally
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used to build the CBR system. In order to quantitatively measure the similarity
between the target region and existing region, we identify the characteristics of
each collected data as nominal, rank, interval, and ratio variables. As the Euclidean
distance is used to measure the similarity, we can estimate the price of target region
firstly. Also, we studied a method of setting weight by features to improve the
results of the reasoning. The experiment is performed by dividing into case set
and test set. The average result is less than 30% of error rate, which is superior to
previous researches. We propose a prototype of the prediction CBR system of real
estate, and it has potential to develop through future works, such as improvement
of data(e.g. detailed features), advancement of the reasoning model, and so on.
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